Hardware software co-synthesis process intends to determine an optimal architecture for an embedded application specified by a task graph or a specification language. In this paper, we present a cosynthesis approach targeting MPSoCs and distributed memory multiprocessor architectures for high performance embedded applications. Our co-synthesis approach produces pipelined multiprocessor architectures consisting of heterogeneous processing elements connected by a point-to-point communication structure. The co-synthesis process consists of four distinct phases; processing element selection for addition to the system, pipelined task allocation, scheduling and a regular interconnection topology mapping. Initially, an irregular topology is generated that is mapped to a regular architecture. Our co-synthesis methodology performs system partitioning and produces an irregular topology multiprocessor system. It also generates an optimal (or suboptimal) regular topology architecture after considering some of the well-known regular topologies like mesh, hypercube, tree, etc. The co-synthesis method is demonstrated by exploring embedded architectures for MPEG encoder and artificially generated application task graphs representing complex embedded systems.
INTRODUCTION
A number of application domains like multimedia, automotive, biomedical, networking and ambient intelligence technologies are computationally intensive and single processor based embedded systems can't provide all the functionality with desired timing and throughput. Such applications require multiprocessor systems or MPSoCs (Multiple Processor System on Chips). This research is motivated by the need to automate the design of high performance multiprocessor embedded systems. Automation of hardware-software (HW/SW) co-synthesis is driven by a number of factors including lower time-to-market, migration of software processes to hardware and vice versa and optimal generation of embedded architectures. HW/SW co-synthesis is an important component of co-design process and its flexibility can avoid early decisions. It allows designer to decide quite late in the design process about which technology CPU or dedicated hardware is to be employed. It also allows changing the implementation of processing modules at any stage of the design process and provides a number of benefits including short design-cycle and competitive systems. The main advantages of HW/SW co-synthesis are lower system design time and cost. Additionally, the handling of complex system design is made easier. network interface is included in the PE node area. It is also assumed that the data buffering required for pipelining is provided by the local memory at each PE node.
The HW/SW co-synthesis approach described here requires the embedded application to be specified as an acyclic task graph encompassing the system requirements. It is also assumed that application task graph as well as the target system is of course grain nature where each PE node has a program/data memory and switch/router.
The co-synthesis methodology also needs a library of PEs with profiling data in the form of worst-case execution time of each task for the available PEs and their hardware area. Overall system hardware area and execution time constraints are fed to the co-synthesis algorithm. The system execution time constraint is specified in terms of pipeline period. The co-synthesis tool can be fed with the system hardware area constraint only. The co-synthesis algorithm explores the design space following the hardware area constraint for a range of pipelined periods. The co-synthesis process begins with a single-CPU based all software solution of the application and adds PEs to the target system incrementally. Pipeline stages are created during the allocation and scheduling process. The overhead of task scheduling on software-PEs is ignored. The mathematical formulation described in this section can be amended to include the overhead of task scheduling on the same software-PE.
The co-synthesis methodology presented in this paper employs a two-phase system generation mechanism, where an irregular topology is generated first and then a regular architecture is determined. In the first phase, an application specific architecture is produced satisfying the system hardware area and pipelined period constraints. In the 2 nd phase, directly connected PEs are mapped to a regular topology while meeting the HW area and timing constraints as depicted in Fig. 1 . The shaded part of Fig. 1 provides the details of 1st phase, where PEs are added to the target system one by one followed by pipelined task allocation and scheduling.
Details of each step of this phase are provided in the next sub-sections. 
Processing Element Selection for Addition to the System
Initially all the tasks are scheduled on a software PE to meet the timing constraints and if this is not possible, additional PEs are added to the system. This is an important and critical stage of our co-synthesis approach where a software (SW) or hardware (HW) PE is selected for addition to the target system. A heuristic approach is employed to select the PE. The heuristic is based on the system performance gain and HW area of the PE being selected for addition to the system. Once an in-efficient PE is added to the system, it is only considered for removal when the target system could not meet the timing constraints even after adding as many PEs as the number of application tasks. The formulation of PE selection for adding to the system is mathematically rigorous and it chooses the heuristically best PE in terms of overall improvement in the system performance i.e. lower pipeline period and target system HW. The PE selection parameter consists of two factors namely the performance and HW area improvements. To keep this step simple, the effect of data communication delay on the performance when the tasks are allocated to different PEs is not considered. Following variables are defined in order to describe these factors.
T SW denotes the set of tasks that do not have a dedicated hardware resource (SW-PE) in the current system. SYS PE SW and SYS PE HW are the sets of software and hardware PEs in the current system.
The PE selection process begins with the calculation of cumulative software and hardware PEs execution times as given in equations (1) and (2) . These equations only consider the SW and HW PEs in the current target system and calculate the cumulative software execution time factor (CUM_SW_TIME) that is the sum of execution times of all the tasks that are only executable on SW-PEs in the target system. Similarly, cumulative hardware execution time factor (CUM_HW_TIME) is the sum of the execution times of all tasks that are executable on HW-PEs in the current target system. These factors treat the tasks separately in terms of application tasks that are executable on HW-PEs and the tasks that are only executable by SW-PEs.
where T i ∈ T SW and PE j ∈ SYS PE SW .
ExecTime(T i , PE j ) is the time of executing task T i on a SW-PE, PE j .
where T m ∈ T HW and PE n ∈ SYS PE HW .
ExecTime(T m , PE n ) is the time of executing task T m on a HW-PE, PE n . To explain the PE selection, task allocation and scheduling, consider a simple task graph with five tasks (T1, T2, … ,T5) shown in Fig. 2 . The inter-task communication data is provided on the edges of the graph. There are two SW-PEs (PE1 and PE3) that can only execute all the tasks and one HW-PE (PE2) that can only execute task T3. Table 1 provides the library data in terms of PE hardware area and task execution times. The hardware area and pipeline time period constraints used for the example are 3200 and 30 units respectively. The co-synthesis process starts with one SW-PE solution and chooses PE1 due to its lower HW area. By using the PE selection mechanism, another PE1 is selected for addition to the system. Consider the current target system with two SWPEs (two instances of PE1) in the target system. At this stage, the system is not meeting the pipelined period constraint of 30 time units and another PE will be added to the target system. The cumulative software and hardware times of equations (1) and (2) are calculated as following.
CUM_SW_Time = 62 + 62 = 124 (There are 2 instances of PE1 in the current target system) CUM_HW_Time = 0 (There is no HW-PE in the current system)
The process selection methodology also defines a hardware improvement factor HW_IMP(PE NEW ) formulated by equation (3), which is the envisaged performance improvement obtained by adding a new hardware-PE (PE NEW ) to the system. This factor is used for calculating the system execution time factor (SYS CURR_TIME ) when a hardware PE, (PE NEW ) is considered for addition to the system as presented in equation (5) .
where T i is a set of tasks that can execute on PE NEW .
PE j ∈ SYS PE SW and PE j are software PEs that have been included to the system. By using the hardware improvement factor and cumulative hardware and software execution time factors of equations (1) and (2), the system execution time factors before (SYS PREV_TIME ) and after (SYS CURR_TIME ) the addition of a new PE are estimated by using equations (4) and (5).
( )
where SYS PE SW represents software PEs in the current target system. SYS PREV_TIME is the time related performance parameter of the current target system when a new PE is not added to the target system where SYS CURR_TIME is the time related performance parameter of the target system after the addition of a new PE to the target system. For HW-PE selection, SYS CURR_TIME is calculated by subtracting the hardware PE improvement factor (HW_IMP) from the SYS PREV_TIME . It is worth mentioning that SYS PREV_TIME used in the 2 nd part of equation (5) include the cumulative software and hardware execution time factors of the target system before adding PE NEW .
where T i is a set of tasks that can be executed execute on PE NEW .
SYS PE SW are the number of SW PEs in the target system.
In the case of example task graph, the hardware improvement factor formulation presented in equation (3) is only calculated for PE2 and HW_IMP(PE2) = (10+10)/2 − 2 = 10 − 2 = 8.
The system execution time of the target system (SYS PREV_TIME ) formulated by equation (4) while the system execution times after the addition of a new PE, (SYS CURR_TIME ) calculated by equation (5) are given below.
SYS CURR_TIME is calculated for all the available PEs, however, only one PE with the largest improvement is selected for addition to the target system. SYS PREV_TIME = 124/4 + 0 = 31 SYS CURR_TIME (PE1) = (124 + 62)/9 = 20.67 SYS CURR_TIME (PE2) = 31 − 8 = 23 SYS CURR_TIME (PE3) = (124 +50)/9 = 19.33 To select a PE for addition to the system, the system performance improvement factor (PE PERF_IMPR ) has been formulated by using the improved system execution time (in terms of SYS CURR_TIME /SYS PREV_TIME ) as presented in equation (6) . The cost of adding a PE (PE NEW ) is also considered by employing the hardware (HW) area factor (PE AREA_FACTOR ) of equation (7) that takes into account the HW area associated with a particular PE.
where Area( PE NEW ) is the HW area of the new PE to be considered for addition to the system. MAX_AREA is the HW area of an available PE with maximum hardware cost.
The PE selection parameter (PE SELECT ) is defined as a weighted sum of performance improvement factor (PE PERF_IMPR ) and HW area cost improvement factors (PE AREA_FACTOR ), which is given in equation (8) . PE SELECT for all the available PEs are considered to select the most suitable PE for addition to the system.
where k is a user defined area-performance trade-off factor and k ∈ [0, 1].
For the example task graph of Fig. 2 , PE selection parameters are calculated for each PE (PE1, PE2 and PE3)
by using SYS PREV_TIME , SYS CURR_TIME and the HW area of these PEs as given below. In this particular case, we use an equal weighting for the area and performance improvement factors (i.e. k = 0.5). However, user has the option of utilizing a different weight.
PE SELECT (PE1, PE2, PE3) = (0.33, 0.62, 0.19)
Our methodology chooses PE2 for addition to the system from the above values of PE selection parameters as PE2 has the maximum improvement parameter. The updated target system now contains three PEs (PE1, PE1
and PE2) whose HW is 2015 area units. When all the tasks are scheduled by following the pipelined task allocation and scheduling strategy described in the next sub-section, system pipeline period is still higher than the timing constraint of 30 time units. The same process of PE selection is repeated to add another PE to the system. Finally a four PE target system with three instances of PE1 and a PE2 is generated by this phase of the co-synthesis method that meets both the area constraint of 3200 and pipeline period constraint of 30 time units.
This phase of the co-synthesis, which adds a new PE to the target systems, terminates when all the tasks are scheduled successfully within the pipeline period constraint. Otherwise, it continues to add more PEs until the HW area constraint is violated. In this phase of co-synthesis, there is a chance that slow and inefficient PEs become part of the system. It may also result in a system that could not meet the required timing constraints.
Another step is needed that enables the co-synthesis method to remove slow and inefficient software-PE that has become the system bottleneck. This situation arises when total number of tasks allocated to software PEs become equal to software PEs (i.e. T SW = SYS PE SW ). When it happens, a SW PE cannot be added to the system. One needs to replace the slow and inefficient SW-PEs with faster and efficient SW-PEs. An inefficient and a slow SW-PE is selected for removal by employing equation (9) .
Equation (9) chooses the SW-PE (PE SLOW ) that takes maximum time to execute the software tasks of the application. If HW area constraint is being violated then PE HW area criterion can also be used to choose the inefficient PE. Once such a PE is removed from the system, it is kept on a 'slow-PE' list whose PEs are not considered in the subsequent PE selection process.
Pipelined Task Allocation and Scheduling
PEs are selected and tasks are allocated to PEs iteratively, in the PE allocation and pipelining step. Pipeline stages are created during allocation, which results in systems that do not have any redundant pipeline stage.
After adding a new PE, tasks are allocated along with pipelining of the task execution. Pipelined allocation is the process of assigning start time to each task satisfying the condition given in equation (10) . (10) where StartTime(T i ) is the time when task T i starts execution.
ExecTime(T i , PE j ) is the execution time of task T i on its allocated PE j . CommTime(PE j , PE k ) is the data transfer time from the predecessor PEs (PE k ) to PE j . PE k are all the PEs where parent tasks of T i are allocated. T PERIOD is system pipeline period constraint.
First step of pipelined task allocation is to assign a priority to each task. The priority criterion assigns high priority to those tasks, which are on the critical path (from the execution point of view) as formulated by equation (11) .
where ExecTime(T i ) is the execution time of task T i for all the PEs in the target system. T j task is a successor of task T i .
Priority is assigned by starting at the tail of the task graph and setting the priority of each task as the sum of its minimum execution time (on any PE) and maximum priority of its successors. Similar priority measure has been extensively employed for multiprocessor scheduling as part of parallel computing research [13, 14, 15] . At this stage of task allocation and scheduling, a priority list of tasks is created. The prioritized list of tasks is sorted in terms of task priorities determined by equation (11) . Pipeline allocation process initially finds start and finish time of each task for all the PEs. Start time for a task is defined in terms of the earliest start time (EarliestStartTime) and idle time of a PE (PEIdleTime). PEIdleTime is the time when a PE becomes available (idle) after executing all the tasks allocated to it. Start and finish times formulation for a task T i when it is allocated to PE j is represented by the following set of equations (12).
where PRED( T i ) is the set of all the predecessors of task T i .
is the data transfer time to/from PE j with respect to task T i .
Task scheduling mechanism that is based on equations (11) and (12) will be discussed further in section 3.2 where a pseudo code for scheduling is also provided. The overhead of inter-task data communication is ignored for those tasks when they are allocated to the same PE. The data communication time for a task T i is only defined when T i is allocated to PE j . It is obtained by adding data transfer times of all the predecessors of T i that are not allocated to PE j as formulated in equation (13) . Finish time of the highest priority ready task is calculated for all the PEs that has been added to the system. A task is allocated to the PE with the earliest finish time. When the earliest finish time violates the pipeline period constraint, a new pipeline stage is created and the task is added to the new pipeline stage.
Communicating PEs are directly connected for the irregular architecture generated by this co-synthesis phase.
The system architecture generated for the example task graph of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3(a) . The architecture has four PEs containing three software-PEs and one hardware PE. Task allocation and scheduling of PEs for the example task graph is performed by following the pipelined allocation and scheduling process described above.
The pipelined schedule of the target system, which has three instances of SW-PE (PE1) and one HW-PE (PE2) is also given below in Fig. 3 
REGULAR INTERCONNECTION STRUCTURE
The multiprocessor system generated in previous section meets all the timing and HW area constraints, however the PEs are connected by an irregular topology. Irregular topology structures lack support of standard message passing systems, fault-tolerance, etc [23] . Regular interconnection structures have been proposed and employed for various MPSoC platforms [18] . Researchers have recently pursued scaleable and regular interconnection structures known as Network on Chips (NoCs), which have particular features that can enable the realization of complex MPSoCs [24] . Regular topologies like mesh, tree and hypercube support faulttolerance and proven deadlock free inter-PE routing algorithms exist. If a communication link or a PE fails, data can be routed to other PEs through alternate paths. Moreover, off-the-shelf IPs are available for regular topologies to expedite the system realization. A number of regular interconnection structures have been proposed for on-chip architectures of MPSoCs. For example, SoCBUS is a 2D mesh based interconnection structure that relies on a simple layout while its switch hardware is independent of interconnection network [25] .
SPIN is another fat-tree based regular topology employed for on-chip interconnection structures of MPSoCs [26] . Octagon based regular topology has also been advocated for on-chip communication structures [27] .
Hypercube topology embedded architectures has also been targeted recently for co-synthesis [28] .
The final phase of our co-synthesis approach is the regular topology mapping and it is depicted in the 2 nd half (un-shaded part) of Fig. 1 . Topology selection follows another task scheduling phase. If all the tasks complete their execution within the pipeline period constraint, co-synthesis algorithm terminates successfully. Otherwise, the algorithm can proceed to reduce the pipeline period. Alternatively, other regular topologies can also be tried for successful topology mapping and scheduling within the pipeline period constraint. At this stage, our cosynthesis method selects an economical topology suitable for the embedded application after considering various regular topology structures.
Topology Generation and Addressing
Initially, a topology template of nodes is created and addresses are assigned to the nodes. All the regular topologies are defined using the same template. The topology template is presented by a graph (G T ) consisting of nodes (V T ) that are connected by edges (E T ) as presented in equation (14) .
where
is a set of nodes.
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is the set of edges.
Each node is assigned a unique address 'Addr(v i )' and the number of topology nodes are equal to the number of PEs in the system. A set of neighbours is defined for each node as given in equation (15) .
The topology mapping process for 2D mesh and hypercube topologies is explained here. In the case of mesh, the template is generated by arranging the nodes in a grid. A topology mapping and scheduling algorithm is presented in a preliminary method presented earlier [29] . Number of rows and columns in a mesh are determined by finding the total number of PEs in the system (SYS_PE), which is determined by adding software and hardware PEs of the system given in equation (16) .
Number of rows and columns of a 2D mesh are determined by employing the equation set (17) . 4 depicts an eight-node 2D-mesh topology generated after application of the above pseudo code. The number of hops needed to transfer data from one node to another node is the sum of absolute differences of corresponding row and column addresses. For instance, data transfer from node '0' (00_00) to node '9' (10_01) would require three hops as differences in row and column addresses are two and one respectively.
The topology generation process for hypercube topology is also presented for completeness. Addresses for hypercube range from 0 to SYS_PE. After assigning addresses, the neighbors for a node are added while the degree of hypercube identifies the number of neighbors for each node where DEGREE = log 2 (SYS_PE). The adjacent nodes in hypercube have only 1-bit difference between their addresses. This feature is employed to assign neighbors for each node as given in the following pseudo code. (v a ) is the PE j that is mapped to the topology node v a .
CommTime(PE i , PE j ) is the time taken to transfer application data between PE i and PE j .
During the allocation of PEs to the topology nodes, unallocated neighbors of the current node are stored in a FIFO list and PEs are assigned first to the neighbours of the allocated nodes. The pseudo code given below illustrates the allocation of PEs to the topology nodes irrespective of the topology (mesh, hypercube or tree).
The start node is assumed to be node 0 of the topology, however it can be selected differently depending on the position of the node in the irregular topology architecture. hops between all the communicating PE pairs and the amount of data to be transferred via these hops as formulated by equation (19) . Number of hops, HOPS is determined from the addresses of source and destination nodes. For a 2D-mesh the number of hops needed is the sum of address bit differences of rows and columns of the source and destination nodes. In the case of hypercube, the number of hops between any two nodes is their address bit differences. 
Task Scheduling
The application tasks are rescheduled by following list scheduling after the PEs are mapped to a regular topology. It is the same technique for pipelined task allocation and scheduling that has been described in section 2. Pipeline stages are not modified and each task is scheduled in the same pipeline stage and allocated to the same PE where it was scheduled in the first phase of co-synthesis. Scheduling is performed by selecting the highest priority task whose predecessors are already scheduled. Earliest start time and PE idle time are determined for the selected task by following the equation set (12) . Data communication time is also calculated by taking into account the location of the PE node in the topology for the current task and PEs of its predecessor tasks. Finish time of the task is calculated by using its execution time and the communication delays. If the task completes its execution within the pipeline period, it is removed from the ready task list. If the task cannot complete within the pipeline period, more PEs are added to the system to reduce the pipeline period as described next. A pseudo code given below illustrates the scheduling process employed at this stage of co-synthesis. READY_TASK = Task 0 ; // Initiailze the ready task list // Continue while there is a task to be scheduled WHILE ( Task R = GetReadyTask() ) { PE = GetTaskPE(Task R ); // Get PE where Task R is allocated // Get time when all parents of Task R finish execution, it is '0' for a new pipeline stage. Eearliest_Start_Time = GetEarliestStartTime(Task R ); // Time when PE finishes executing tasks allocated before 'Task R ' PE_IDLE_TIME = GetPEIdleTime(PE); // Time to transfer the data from parent tasks including // the delay due to extra hops in the regular topology COMM_TIME = GetDataXfrTime (PE, Task R ); // Time taken by 'Task R ' to complete its execution on 'PE' EXEC_TIME = GetTaskExecTime(PE, Task R ); // Time when 'Task R ' finishes its execution on 'PE' FINISH_TIME = GetTaskFinishTime( Task R , MAX(Eearliest_Start_Time, PE_IDLE_TIME), COMM_TIME, EXEC_TIME ); IF (FINISH_TIME > T PERIOD ) RETURN ; //Add a new PE or Pipeline Stage UpdateReadyTasks(); } // while
Pipeline Period Reduction
Communication delays introduced by the topology mapping can terminate the scheduling phase unsuccessfully. In that case, additional PEs are added to the system so that tasks can complete their execution within the pipeline period constraint. Pipeline period can be reduced by the maximum violation time; however other tasks may not violate the pipeline period with the same amount and this may redundantly add more PEs in the system. Moreover, all pipeline stages do not have the same time period as tasks in some pipeline stages complete earlier than the pipeline period. Therefore reducing the period by maximum violation time can result in expensive system. We employ an iterative period reduction mechanism where period is reduced by a smaller amount every time the scheduling phase fails. The reduced pipeline period is determined by employing the topology overhead (Overhead TOP ). The reduced pipeline period can also be related to the number of missing communication links in the regular topology as compared to the irregular topology. For constants K1 and K2, the pipeline time period can be estimated by using equation (20) . The pipeline period can also be reduced by a constant factor of 10% to 50% instead of employing the equation given below.
where Overhead TOP is associated with the selected topology. Links M is the number of missing communication links for the regular topology.
The application task graph is re-cosynthesized by employing the reduced pipeline period to generate a new irregular topology by following the first phase of the cosynthesis methodology. The new irregular topology is mapped to the regular interconnection structure meeting the pipelined period constraints as described in this section. When all the tasks are scheduled within the timing constraint, the algorithm terminates successfully otherwise pipeline period is further reduced and the same process is repeated. In case, any of the regular topologies does not satisfy the hardware area and pipeline period constraints, the irregular architecture generated in the first phase can also be considered for system implementation.
ASSUMPTIONS, LIMITATIONS AND COMPLEXITY OF CO-SYNTHEIS METHODOLOGY
The inter-PE communication structure, we are assuming in our co-synthesis methodology has also been advocated for Network-on-Chip [19] . This communication structure is also suitable for MPSoCs, where communication occurs between master and slave interface of the PE nodes. A PE node contains a simple wormhole switch/router with equal number of input and output ports and its hardware area is assumed to be part of the node. The PE node also contains a local memory addressing the buffering requirements for pipelining and communication. Software and hardware PEs access the communication network using a Network Interface (NI), which perform packetization and de-packetization. It is assumed that a PE will make use of two network interfaces, the master and slave.
We have assumed packet switched communication with static wormhole routing where route tables are embedded in the header flits of each packet. These features ensure that the inter-PE communication system components are simple, and switches/router will require small hardware area. Wormhole switching ensures that the buffering requirement of each switch is small, where HW space is at a premium [30] . In addition, no virtual channel support is assumed, and deadlock-free operation is ensured through the topology and route selection.
The switches/routers have the sole role of transferring data through the network. Each switch is composed of a fixed number of ports, where each port consists of an input port and corresponding output port. The point-topoint links between PEs are composed of two unidirectional channels, which together make up a link. Switches are assumed to be capable of performing arbitration and data forwarding independently for every output port. It means that each output port has its own dedicated arbitration and forwarding unit. The arbitration method impacts the perceived performance of each PE node in the system. However, we are not addressing these features in our co-synthesis framework and it will be considered in future system generation tools.
The irregular topology generated by the first phase of co-synthesis is unique in the sense that the PEs requiring any application data transfer are directly connected. In this way, there is no communication-link conflicts for the 1 st phase of co-synthesis as there are dedicated links between communicating PEs. Moreover, inter-task communication delays don't have any significant effect. These delays play a significant role in the 2 nd phase of co-synthesis when a regular topology is mapped and there may be indirect connection (multiple hop) between some communicating PEs.
The co-synthesis approach describes in the previous sections employs a greedy heuristic to explore the design space of target system architecture. The co-synthesis begins with a single SW-PE system and adds PEs to the system iteratively to meet the system timing and HW area constraints. The order and type of PE selection for addition to the target system can affect the overall system architecture. PE selection strategy is critical for the generation of an efficient and economical system. An unbefitting PE addition to the system can produce an expensive system that may not meet the timing and HW area constraints. The PE selection mechanism employed by the co-synthesis methodology is rigorous as it selects the heuristically best available PE in terms of performance and cost. However, there is a remote possibility that this process can lead to unfeasible solution. To cater for this rare situation, a remedy is incorporated that can remove any slow and inefficient SW-PE from the target system as discussed in section 2.2. However, when to remove a slow PE from the target system is a significant point that has not been considered. For the presented co-synthesis approach, slow and inefficient SW-PEs are removed when number of PEs in the target system become equal to the number of application tasks and no further PE can be added to the system. There is a possibility that if inefficient PEs are removed earlier, a proficient architecture can be produced. A user-defined parameter, k weighs the cost and performance factors for the target system. This parameter is employed in the PE selection step of co-synthesis and user can vary and tune this weighing factor, k in equation (8) to produce feasible solution for an application task graph.
Another important heuristic employed during regular topology mapping is the pipeline period reduction in the 2 nd phase of co-synthesis. The pipeline period reduction is not required for most of the real and artificially generated applications as presented in the experimental results. The need for pipeline period reduction arises when the communication delay among the PEs hosting the communicating tasks results in a task finish time that exceed the pipeline period constraint. When this condition occurs, the co-synthesis approach can opt for a number of alternatives. Two of the options that has been adopted in our co-synthesis approach is to reduce the pipeline period and re-cosynthesize the application or look for another regular topology that meets the pipeline period constraint. Another option that has not been employed in our co-synthesis methodology is to re-map the regular topology in such a way that the pipeline time period constraint is not violated. Even one can opt for the last option and employ a complex topology mapping mechanism in the first place, however, it will not guarantee to meet the pipeline period constraints.
The complexity of the co-synthesis methodology can be evaluated by considering the individual steps of its both phases. The main parameters to be considered are the number of tasks (n) of the application task graph, number of different types of PEs (ma) in the PE library and number of PEs (mb) in the current target system.
The co-synthesis starts with one SW-PE in the target system and PE selection step adds PEs to the target system one by one. The target system can have at the most 'n' number of PEs where mb ≤ n. The PE selection parameter (PE SELECT ) is calculated for 'ma' different types of PEs and its complexity will be in the order of O(ma). The PE selection computation for each PE considered for addition to the system can be roughly estimated from equations (1) to (5), which is in the order of O(n×mb). The co-synthesis methodology separates the PE selection step from task allocation and scheduling. Task allocation and scheduling involves the priority assignment for 'n' tasks and its order of computation is at the most O(n×mb). Similarly, the start and finish time calculations for all the tasks can be approximated in the order of O(n×mp). Where 'mp' is the average number of PEs in the system that execute the predecessor tasks for each application task. In this way, the complexity of the first phase of co-synthesis for an 'n' node application task graph, which involves most of the computation can be approximated by equation (21).
Complexity for the 1 st phase of co-
The 2 nd phase of co-synthesis has three main steps including regular topology template generation, mapping of irregular architecture to regular topology and rescheduling to meet the pipelined period constraint. The complexity of topology template generation depends on the number of PEs in the system, which are equal to 'mb'. In the case of topology mapping, neighbor traffic is calculated for each PE in the target system for its allocation to neighbor nodes of the topology and its order of computation can be estimated as O(mb×mb). It may be adjusted for different regular topologies as these topologies have different number of neighbors. The rescheduling in the 2 nd phase is not as complex as of 1 st phase because task allocation performed in the 1st phase is not disturbed. The additional delay of communication due to multiple hops for the regular topology is added to task finish time. Therefore, for an 'n' task application task graph, the order of computation for rescheduling can be approximated as O(n×mp). As before, mp is the average number of PEs in the system where predecessor tasks are allocated for each application task (n). It is also worth mentioning that 'mp' is much smaller than the total number of PEs (mb) in the target system. Pipeline period reduction option in the 2 nd phase of co-synthesis is an expensive option and it has been rarely used for the applications presented next. Our algorithm first looks for alternative regular topologies that do not require any pipeline period reduction.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

MPEG Encoder System Generation
MPEG encoder application is used to test and verify our co-synthesis methodology. MPEG video encoding standard employs block-based motion compensation to reduce temporal redundancies and DCT (discrete cosine transform) based compression for spatial redundancies [31] . It produces three types of coded frames known as Iframes (intra-coded frames), P-frames (predictively-coded frames) and B-frames (bi-directional predictively coded frames). MPEG encoder is specified as a data-flow task graph shown in Fig. 6 . 'Interpolate' task interpolates the forward and backward motion vectors for bi-directionally coded frames. DCT task calculates discrete cosine transform for an image block or motion-predication error block. 'Quantize' task performs quantization and 'DCAC Coding' task codes the dc and ac components of quantized discrete cosine transformed block. 'Entropy Encode' task performs Huffman encoding and 'Finalize' task packs the Huffmancoded symbols into a compressed bit stream.
The co-synthesis approach assumes that execution time of task for each PE is available. For HW-PEs, this information can be obtained manually or by using other techniques [32] . Software execution time for these tasks is calculated by executing each task for two different variants of Nios-II CPU, one standard Nios-II PE and the other with dedicated hardware multiplier. Motion vector search, DCT, quantization and DC/AC Coding tasks are also implemented as dedicated hardware modules. Each of these tasks has been implemented in Verilog and synthesized for Altera's Stratix FPGA. Execution time is acquired in terms of clock cycles required to complete the task. The hardware area cost associated with each PE (SW as well as HW PEs) is the number of logic elements (LEs) needed to implement it on an Altera Stratix FPGA. Table 2a lists the hardware area of PEs in terms of LEs, while worst execution times for all the tasks for each PE are listed in Table 2b . The execution times are listed in terms of clock cycles where SW-PEs (Nios-II CPU) as well as HW-PEs execute at 50MHz
clock. These values of HW area in LEs and execution time in clock cycles are the actual and real values obtained by implementing all the tasks both in either in software, hardware or in both.
MPEG encoder task graph along with task execution times and HW area (for each PE) is fed to the cosynthesis algorithm. A range of constraints is also used to obtain a number of target systems. The co-synthesis algorithm produces a regular system topology consisting of heterogeneous PEs and a pipelined schedule for the tasks. Main parameters of the output consist of HW area (cost) of the system, number of PEs, system pipeline period and number of pipeline stages created by the co-synthesis methodology. The algorithm is executed for time period constraints varying from 6.5 x10 6 ⇒172x10 6 clock cycles. The constraints for HW area ranges from 4000 to 38000 logic elements. The lower hardware area constraint can be estimated by assuming that the task graph can be implemented on one SW PE, and in this particular case it may be a Nios-II CPU having 3662 logic elements. The target system results produced by the co-synthesis algorithm are given in Table 3 . Additional PEs are integrated into the target-system as the time constraint becomes tighter. The pipeline stages also increase as the system pipeline time-period decreases. The target system that meets the tightest constraint (6.5x10 6 cycles)
consists of seven SW-PEs and eleven HW-PEs and tasks execute in five pipeline stages. On the other extreme, system corresponding to the slowest timing requirement is around 26 times slower and it consists of one software-PE (NIOS_MUL). Another important characteristic of the resulting systems is the interconnection of PEs in a regular topology. Table 4 provides the characteristic of the system for some representative test cases. It also illustrates the overhead involved in arranging the PEs to a particular topology as well as the number of missing communication links in each topology as compared to the irregular topology. There is no extra PE needed to map the system to the regular topology. Fig. 7 We have conducted some additional experiments to compare the performance of our co-synthesis approach with the iterative co-synthesis technique proposed by Wolf [12] . Wolf's co-synthesis method is implemented to design the same MPEG encoder system. The hardware area constraints are relaxed for the Wolf's approach by keeping the same timing constraints. The MPEG encoder system generated by Wolf's approach is compared with the system generated by our methodology and the results are presented in Table 5 for both approaches. Our co-synthesis approach generates regular topology based efficient systems for tighter timing constraints due to pipelined task allocation and scheduling. Moreover, it produces regular topology architectures in contrast to irregular structures generated by Wolf's approach. Generally, irregular topology architecture for the same target system has lower hardware area as compared to regular structures generated by our methodology. In spite of regular topology systems generated, our method outperforms the Wolf's approach for large scale multiple PE systems (> 8 PEs). Regular topology structures can also use a number of off-the-shelf IPs for efficient and faulttolerant inter-PE communication structures. Our co-synthesis method also outperforms for large scale embedded systems consisting of 50⇒400 tasks in practical co-synthesis execution times as presented in the following section. 
Co-synthesis of Artificially Generated Task Graphs
A number of experiments are also conducted by performing co-synthesis on random task graphs that provide further insight about the regular topology overhead as well as the benefits of pipelined task allocation.
These graphs are generated by randomly varying the number of predecessors and successors for each task, depth of the task graph and amount of data transferred among tasks. An in-house tool is used for generating these task graphs. Successors and predecessors for a task are varied from 2 to 20. Number of PEs available for the system are also randomly selected and both hardware and software PEs are considered. Task execution time depends on the type of PE. Large-scale random task graphs are generated to conduct the experiments. Results for five different types of graphs created having 50⇒400 nodes are presented here. Multiple graphs for each type are used and each task graph is then tested for a range of HW area and timing constraints. Timing constraints are varied from 25000 to 70000 time units for different task graphs (graph 'a' to 'e') of 50 nodes each. Area constraints range from 1800 to 16500 area units. Various regular topologies are considered for different cases and it can be concluded from our experiments that overhead for regular topologies increases with smaller pipeline period. Table 6 lists the target systems' pipeline period time, hardware area with the number of PEs and pipeline stages for 50 node task graphs while 
Co-synthesis Algorithm Execution Time
Time taken by the co-synthesis approach for a multiprocessor embedded architecture is an important parameter for its effectiveness. To study and investigate this effect, execution time of the algorithm for each test case (a, b, c, d and e) is recorded with varying number of tasks (50⇒400 nodes). The co-synthesis algorithm is of iterative nature and its execution time does not solely depend on the number of tasks. Tighter hardware and timing constraints require a large number of iterations. Fig. 14 presents the minimum, average and maximum execution times for a wide range of task graphs. Our co-synthesis approach is able to provide final output with in 2.5 seconds for the largest task graphs (400 tasks). Worst-case execution time to co-synthesize the application task graphs with 100 nodes is lower than 500 milliseconds when executed on a Pentium-IV based workstation.
This clearly shows that the cosynthesis methodology is practical and applicable to various types of applications.
For example Chatha's co-synthesis algorithm took 30 minutes for a 30-node task graph when executed on a comparable working station [17] . We have also executed the Wolf's co-synthesis technique [12] for 50 to 400
node task graphs and its execution time is in the range of hundreds of seconds as compared to around two seconds for our co-synthesis approach. 
CONCLUSIONS
A co-synthesis approach for multiprocessor embedded architectures is presented in this paper. The application is specified as an acyclic task graph and the co-synthesis algorithm has access to a library of PEs with the profiling information for each task. The timing and hardware area constraints are also fed to the algorithm. The co-synthesis methodology selects suitable PEs and creates pipeline stages for task execution. It performs cosynthesis by adding PEs to the target system in an iterative manner. The novel features of our approach are the creation of pipeline stages during task allocation and scheduling as well as producing regular-topology architectures including hypercube, mesh, trees, etc. The initial irregular architecture generated by our approach can be considered for application specific MPSoC architectures. Our co-synthesis formulation can be also be extended to include shared memory multiple busses communication networks rather than a point-to-point communication network employed in this paper.
Different experiments have been conducted to demonstrate the efficacy of our approach. In the first experiment, MPEG encoder architecture is produced, which is tested with a wide range of timing and area constraints and our co-synthesis technique is able to generate pipelined architecture as well as PE schedules in less than a few seconds. Other experiments are also conducted for embedded system presented by large-size random task graphs consisting of 50 to 400 tasks. The methodology assumes coarse-grained task graphs, therefore graph with 400 tasks represent large-scale and complex embedded applications. Our co-synthesis algorithm is capable of generating efficient and sub-optimal embedded architectures. It is also compared with the Wolf's architectural co-synthesis technique [12] and for large-scale embedded systems, our co-synthesis framework produces better results in terms of regular topology and economical systems.
